
2018 Category Descriptions 

Poetry 

1 - Light Verse – (rhyming, metrical, and/or humorous) - Verse with playful themes 
written primarily to please, amuse, and entertain.  
 
2 - Narrative Poetry (open or closed form) - Poetry that tells a story. It is usually 
dramatic, with objectives, diverse characters, and meter. 
	
3 - Prose Poem - Prose poetry is written like prose, abandoning the line breaks, but 
retaining poetic elements such as vivid imagery, metaphor, and heightened expression.	

4 – Word Play - Any style of poem incorporating wit in which the words become the 
main subject of the work, primarily intended for amusement. 

Prose 

5 – Creative Nonfiction - Factually accurate prose about real people and events, written 
in a compelling, vivid, dramatic manner. 

6 - Media Article - Any story or article intended for a magazine, journal, or website. 

7 – Mystery/Thriller - Any fiction in which a crime or a threat to the characters and the 
solution to the problem are central to the story. High energy mysteries involving danger 
and suspense. 
 
8 – Short Fiction - Stories that explore themes such as the human condition, 
interpersonal relationships, and societal issues. May also be described as “short story,” 
“literary fiction,” “straight fiction,” or “up-market fiction.” 
 
9 - Speculative Fiction - Includes genres like Horror, Science Fiction, and Edgy fiction. 
As well as fantastical genres like Alternate History, Fantasy and Apocalyptic/ post-
Apocalyptic Fiction. 
 
10 - Flash Fiction – (Fiction or Nonfiction) - A story with a fully developed theme, plot, 
and story arc in fewer than1000 words.	
 
11 - First Chapter (novel) - The first chapter of a novel that is intended for an adult 
readership, but of any genre or style. 
 
12 – First Chapter (Young Adult) - The first chapter of a novel that is intended for the 
young adult or middle grade market but of any genre or style. 
 
13 - Children's Story - The text of a children's book. May be fictional or nonfiction and 
may explore any topic, theme, or genre, but intended for children. 



 
14 – Spiritual Essay - Spirituality can have many different definitions, depending on 
who is asked. It can be something as simple as looking for a higher meaning to life, or 
something so complex that one can base their beliefs, religion and overall life around it. 

New Writer (New Voices) 

15 - First Chapter – The first chapter of any style or genre of book. 

16 - Creative Nonfiction - factually accurate prose about real people and events, written 
in a compelling, vivid, dramatic manner.  

17 – Fiction - Stories that explore themes such as the human condition, interpersonal 
relationships, and societal issues. May also be described as “short story,” “literary 
fiction,” “straight fiction,” or “up-market fiction.” 

18 – Poetry – Any style or type of poem. 


